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THE NEW TREND FOR EVENTS

Partnership:



WE OFFER THE SOLUTION  

Following the new event trends, the hotel Dom Pedro Lisboa expanded its events offer, 
supporting companies with their virtual projects by offering tools and content to measure 
the engagement with the public and also, reducing the carbon footprint.

Hybrid and virtual meetings are the result of a partnership with Audiomeios and offer the 
ability to virtualize a corporate meeting, a product presentation or the most complex con-
gress, with new scenography solutions in Ledwall or Chroma key, interactive mechanics 
and streaming.

Hybrid events have never made so much sense!

REAL STAGE
The Dom Pedro Lisboa Hotel will offer a “all in one” solution to their customers,  with the 
most up-to-date platforms for virtual meetings, allowing them to organize virtual or hybrid 
meetings, with physical and / or virtual audience.

VIRTUAL STAGE
The Chroma Key effect is used in videos where you want to replace the background (video 
or photo) creating any wished setting.
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HYBRID AND VIRTUAL 
EVENTS?





  “ALL IN ONE” EXAMPLE

FILMING | RECORDING | STREAMING
. 1 camera 4K resolution on tripod
. 1 Streaming rack for “live” events - signal hosted on the client’s platform
. 1 Video recording of the event
. Ability to integrate into any client’s web platform or landing page
. Possibility of having remote speakers or participants - not included in the budget
. Streaming technician and camera operator

LIGHTING
. Stage lighting with 4 cutout projectors (conventional white light)
. 16 LED bars for decorative lighting (customizable color)
. Lighting technician

STRUCTURES 
. Stage carpeted with 6 x 3 x 0,2 m high - carpet colour (Grey)
. Black cover for control desk 

AUDIO
. Sound system with 4 tie-mic (speaker)
. Player for audios | music | environment | voice off | announcements
. Sound technician

VIDEO
. Ledwall high definition with 4,5 x 2,5m high 
. Switcher and 2 PCs for content | PPTs | videos | logos 
. Clicker to advance slides
. LCD 32“ return to speakers
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REAL S TA G E





“ALL IN ONE” EXAMPLE

FILMING | RECORDING | STREAMING
. 2 camera 4K resolution on tripod
. 1 Streaming rack for “live” events - signal hosted on the client’s platform
. 1 Video recording of the event
. Ability to integrate into any client’s web platform or landing page
. Possibility of having remote speakers or participants - not included in the budget
. Streaming technician and camera operator

STRUCTURES 
. Black cover for control desk 

LIGHTING
. Stage lighting with 4 cutout projectors (conventional white light)
. Lighting technician

AUDIO
. Sound system with 4 tie-mic (speaker)
. Player for audios | music | environment | voice off | announcements
. Sound technician

VIDEO
. Chroma key with 5 x 3m (green)
.  Switcher and 2 PCs for content | PPTs | videos | logos 
. Clicker to advance slides
. LCD 32“ return to speakers
. Video technician
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VIRTUAL STAGE





Hotel Dom Pedro Lisboa
Av. Eng. Duarte Pacheco, 24   1070-110 Lisboa - Portugal
+351 213 896 600
www.dompedro.com

Ana Lacerda
lisboa.evmanager@dompedro.com

Follow us

             /dompedrohotels
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